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Prologue: The Arondight crew is taking some well deserved down time at Ke'Po Vor.  The Arondight is docked with most of the major repairs completed.  

<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::leaves the pet shop and starts back for the Arondight::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: in one of the restaurants having a cream soda::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::sitting back on the bridge, sipping coffee and reading the latest reports.  Bach is playing in the background and she hums along to the distress of the skeleton bridge crew::

CSO Tarrez
 ::walks into the reassuring that the CTO just happens to be in::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::once again wearing all black, sitting at one of the tables in the Black Widow going over the bar's operations for the past few months, much to the confusion of patrons who thought she'd left permanently::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::is taking a calm and steady stroll on the station Promenade with Rhianna, half-contemplating recent events::
 
CO K’Beth
 @<Dog>::tries to bury her head into the carpet under the CO's chair so as not to hear the Captain::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: sees the CSO:: CSO: Hi commander how are you today? :: smiles ::

OPS NoDuz
@:: cringes as his Ferengi ears hear the Captain's humming all to clear::

CSO Tarrez
 ::smiles and slides into the empty chair at his table::  CTO: I am good.  Mind if I have a seat with you?

Yeoman Wolfgang
@ ::sitting at the bridge engineering station trying to block out the horrible noises::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: stands and pulls out a chair for her :: CSO: Please by all means

CSO Tarrez
 @:<Duty SO>:pulls out the ear plugs that Sykora had given her a long time ago::

CMO Jakiel
 ::takes a questioning look at Kizlev for his mood::  TO: There is something on your mind, is there?  ::continues to stroll with her favorite Andorian, enjoying the leisurely pace::

CSO Tarrez
 ::smiles::  CTO: So how are you?

TO Kizlev
 ::his lips curl into a faint smile and he gazes at her, longingly:: CMO: There's always something wrong with me, but I'm used to it.

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: Much better without large undead things trying to kill me :: grins :: You look well.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::strolls along looking in to different shop as he passes by::

Yeoman Wolfgang
@ ::finally cant stand it anymore, he hits a few keys on the console and the music changes.. to Mozart::

CSO Tarrez
 ::nods and tries not to dwell on it::  CTO: K'Vas get you hooked on those? ::points to the cream soda as she gives her order to a waitress::

CMO Jakiel
 ::gives his arm a good squeeze and a reproving glare::  TO:  I did not say 'wrong'.  I like you very much the way you are.  And you are...ducking  ::looks at him to see if that word is correct:: ...my question.  And are we heading anywhere in particular?  ::smiles coyly with a destination of her own in mind::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::looks up as Little Tom comes by:: LT: So we never finished talking about our friend Jack Daniels....

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: tries not spit while laughing :: CSO: No sorry to say I got him hooked...all my fault
     
Merchant
 ::stops OPS as he walks down the corridor::  OPS: You look like a man who like a challenge.

CSO Tarrez
 ::grins::  CTO: Well I tried it once... never quite liked it.

Little Tom
 ::takes out his padd and writes hurriedly:: CNS: I told you she's only ever had the synth version...
 
TO Kizlev
 CMO: On this station? I have no idea where to go. There is no place that seems to suit my fancy. Perhaps you have something in mind?

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: An acquired taste, but then again I could never stand the taste of Romulan mollusks either  :: smiles::

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: Well sir I do however I believe that your challenge is more something to get me to part with my latium.

CSO Tarrez
 ::chuckles a bit remembering her mother making those for her one day::
     
Merchant
 OPS: Oh no, no.. I am not from one of the gambling establishments.  I run a much more.. unique enterprise.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::leans back in her chair, not believing a word of it:: LT: Suuurrre.... so while we're at it, are there any other fun and exciting stories that I should know about?

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: Then I take it you have something you want me to buy?
     
Yeoman Wolfgang
@  ::hums along with the Mozart now playing throughout the bridge::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: Ah a childhood favorite??

CMO Jakiel
 ::her head gives one decisive nod:: TO: I do!  I never made it back to the arboretum...  ::almost frowns for a second, remembering their latest strange...whatever it was:: I had heard there were native Vidoli flora species.  I wanted to catalogue them and take samples to send to Mr So'Quon.  ::smiles fondly, then leans lovingly into Kizlev::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::has a sudden craving for fresh tea now...::

OPS NoDuz
@:: hears that the music has changed and hopes the captain doesn't decided to hum along with it::
     
Merchant
 OPS: Would you consider yourself to be a sportsman?  ::starts to lead Ko'Bil down a side corridor full of some of the smaller, less visited shops::

Rafi
 ::walks by just in time to hear Ashlynn's request, and glares down at his brother, who in his opinion spoils Adrienne just a bit too much:: CNS:  There was the air speeder incident....

CSO Tarrez
 CTO: Not really... and my dog didn't seem to care about them to much either.  ::smirks::

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: Not really sir however I believe there is a couple of members of my crew that may be.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::picks up another padd and starts to read, humming along not realizing the song has changed::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: laughs :: CSO: I know what you mean.  Like alligator, my family used to love to eat it, not me.  Maybe it tasted better a century ago unreplicated now it just tastes like an old boot.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::holds Rhianna close with an arm around her trim waist:: CMO: That's an interesting idea...So'Quon...right. But first, I feel parched, like I haven't had anything to drink in ages. Are you in the mood for some tea?
     
Yeoman Wolfgang
@  ::hums the countermelody as the Captain takes over the melody::

OPS NoDuz
@ :: hears the captain again start humming and begins to get a bad headache::
     
Merchant
 OPS: Perhaps we can work on a group rate then.  ::smiles wide::

CSO Tarrez
@ <Duty SO> ::stands as only a Vulcan could::  CO: Ma'am if you wish I could instruct the Computer to go back to playing the previous song.  I can even calculate what measure you are on in my head.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::eyebrows shoot up:: Rafi/LT:  Air Speeder Incident?  ::realizes she has said that a bit loudly as some of the Black Widow patrons turn for a moment, and lowers her voice::  Rafi: What did she do with an air speeder that your brother doesn't want me knowing about?

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: That will depend on what you have?

CSO Tarrez
 CTO: How big of a family do you come from?

CMO Jakiel
 TO:  I can be.  ::smiles at his handsome blue face::  Do you know of a place here?  I have been too busy to see all the different shops.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::blinks and looks up:: Duty_SO: What?  ::listens:: Oh...no...that's all right.  I like Mozart just as well.  But thankyou.  ::goes back to humming and reading::
     
Merchant
 ::arrives at the very last shop at the end of the corridor, unlocks the door and enters.  Inside the walls are covered with images of dense forests and jungles and groups of people standing together smiling, holding weapons of various sorts in their hands::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: Four sisters and two brothers, although James passes in the Dominion wars :: looks sad for a moment then smiles again :: How large is your family c?

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::notices that he isn't in the regular part of the station and becomes a little more on guard::
 
CO K’Beth
 @<Dog> ::sighs and curls up in as tight a little ball as she can under the CO's chair and tries to cover her ear with her paw::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::feels something slightly chilly and soft brush sensually along the back of his head, and it makes him grin with inner pleasure:: CMO: I do...my, you've sure gotten into the mood rather quickly today. Your touch is so smooth.

CSO Tarrez
 ::slightly shifts in her chair, always hating to lie like this::  CTO:  Just Owyn and the babies now.

Rafi
 ::scowling his usual scowl:: CNS:  Apparently her combat flight instructor was less than impressed with the class's performance on a small-craft mechanics exam... so she and her class decided to show him just how much they knew about it.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::stops just out side the door:: Merchant: I am afraid that you are not going to get me in there. :: keeps a close eye on the people in the shop::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::can almost see where this is going:: Rafi: And I suppose this demonstration involved his air speeder?
     
Yeoman Wolfgang
@ ::gets up from his chair and hums more loudly as they come to one of his favorite parts.  Moves closer to the Captain for their duet.::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: Sorry I asked, sometimes my mouth runs off without my brain going along for the trip. :: shifts in his chair :: I almost forgot this came for you :: holds up a small package::

CMO Jakiel
 ::slows her step a little to look strangely at Kizlev::  TO: You...you can sense my mood?  But I did not touch you, though that is an appealing idea...  ::lowers her voice at the last::

CSO Tarrez
 CTO: Oh? ::looks up a bit confused::  Who is it from?

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::notices that the people in the shop are just photos and chuckles to him self:: Merchant: you should rearrange those pictures as they can throw a person.

Rafi
::glares again at Little Tom, who right now is looking quite thankful for his lack of ability to speak:: The "demonstration" involved taking apart the air speeder and reassembling it in the instructors office.

Rafi
 ::scowls:: SFA had to install temporary cargo transporters in the instructor's office to get it out of there, and no one has found where your daughter and her accomplices put his office furniture in the process - apparently the man has given up and just redecorated.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::notices Wolfgang get up and hears him humming.  Chuckles and continues to hum along with him as they reach the final crescendo of the song.  Directs him with her hand holding her now-empty coffee cup::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: Well K`Vas tried to teach me Romulan at the academy :: looks away remembering why his friend speaks Romulan::  Looks like a Rhian Llewii but I could be off
     
Merchant
 ::confused for a moment, and then just laughs:: OPS: I suppose you are right.  These are images from some of our recent excursions.  Some very happy customers as you can see.

OPS NoDuz
@ :: unable to take it any more and heads for the TL:: CO: Sorry Captain I am suddenly not feeling well.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::leads the way to what seems to be a apothecary's shop that eschews the strong smell of boiling tea and fragrant incenses:: CMO: I never thought I'd see an establishment like this outside of Andor. The smells bring the feelings of home alive in me again.

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: Then I take it you book different excursions then?
     
Yeoman Wolfgang
@ ::reaches for the high note and hits it in full voice.. a note a full octave above what most humans could sing::

CSO Tarrez
 ::her face suddenly falls::
     
Merchant
 OPS: Oh yes.  We can customize a trip for anything you desired!

CSO Tarrez
 ::reaches for the package:: CTO: Why would he be sending me something?
 
CO K’Beth
 @::nods to NoDuz and sends a message for a back-up OPS and grins as Wolfgang hits the high notes::

CMO Jakiel
 TO:  I think I remember...a place you showed me on Andor, was it not?  What kind of tea would you suggest?
 
CO K’Beth
 @<Dog> ::bursts out from under the CO's chair and howls along with Wolfgang, unable to stand it anymore::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: I have no idea.  Maybe a he just likes pretty ladies, why who is he?

CSO Tarrez
 <Duty SO> ::closes her eyes as the notes seem to go right through even her earplugs::
     
@ ACTION: There is a cracking sound as a few of the console displays crack from the intense vibration.

CMO Jakiel
 ::inhales deeply, enjoy the aromas and almost forgetting they are on the station::

CSO Tarrez
 CTO: ::starts to open the package::  The old OPS... the one right before Ko'Bil.
 
TO Kizlev
 CMO: Tuber root tea, with a spark of ginger tends to be my... ::feels his antennae twitch involuntarily as there is a cooling sensation on his lower back, and he pauses in uncertain surprise::

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: While I am not interested in going on any trips right now if you could please give me some of your brochures I will certainly consider it in the future and may even suggest them to a few of my friends.

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: Oh so was he of Romulan descent also or just writing you love poems in Romulan? :: smiles as he takes a drink of his soda::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::nods slowly:: Rafi/Little Tom: Oh, she did, did she... ::face darkens:: You know she's going to get herself expelled if she's not careful.
     
Merchant
 OPS: Certainly.  ::goes behind a small desk and gathers a few things::  It is such a shame to let a chance like this pass you by though.. I have a trip leaving later today that promises to be one of the most interesting  events ever.

CSO Tarrez
 ::despite herself she blushes::  CTO: He is of Romulan descent.
 
CO K’Beth
 @:: finishes directing Wolfgang and Dog and sits back as the music ends:: Wolfgang: Well done Yeoman...you should join us on Karaoke nights. ::watches Dog slide back under the chair with a small whimper::

CMO Jakiel
 ::'catches' the motion of his antennae and Kizlev's odd feeling move over him.  Pulls him to one side and asks quietly, concerned::  TO:  Kizlev, are you ill again?  Shall I scan you?

Little Tom
::picks up his padd and jots something down, then hands it to Ashlynn:: CNS: From what she's told me, her father had the same predilection toward "interesting" entertainment... he turned out all right.

Yeoman Wolfgang
@ CO: Thank you, Captain.  But I can hardly take credit, it is the masterful music that should be recognized.  ::returns to his station as he speaks::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::smiles slowly after reading what Little Tom had to say:: LT: For someone who looks just like me, she couldn't be more like him if she tried.

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: That sounds interesting however I believe that we will be leaving soon so I won't have time to take it even if I wanted to. :: takes the brochures from the merchant::

CSO Tarrez
 ::pulls out the necklace and the piece of paper... after a moment of shock she lifts the paper to read it::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: Well he does seem to bring a glow to you ::takes another drink ::
 
TO Kizlev
 CMO: N-no...I'm okay. I just feel...relaxed. My body suddenly feels like it slept for more than a full 4 hours of rest. ::grins:: Just a little sluggish, is all, I promise.

CSO Tarrez
 ::seems to not even hear the CTO::
 
Apothecary Owner
 ::emerges from his rear office and smiles at his customers:: CMO/TO: Oh, well met my friends. I finally have my first customers. May I get you two something?

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: sees the necklace and whistles outloud:: CSO: Wow what a how are you doing present
     
Merchant
 OPS: Ah, I see.  If I may inquire, what kind of trip would you be most interested in?  We do sport hunting voyages, gambling cruises, sight seeing in the nearby Verdi nebula, and even charter trips to  ::whispers:: Pit Ardvey.
 
CO K’Beth
 @Wolfgang: That it is, Yeoman. ::looks down with a frown at the cracked screen on her console and also on her PADD:: Yeoman...there seems to be a problem with this equipment.  Take care of it, please.  ::wonders what could have happened:: You had better check the rest of the console also.  They seem to have missed some repairs.
     
Yeoman Wolfgang
@  CO: Yes Captain, right away.  ::sets to work::

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::perks up his attention at the mention of Pit Ardvey:: Merchant: And what do you know about Pit Ardvey?
     
Merchant
 OPS: It is a popular destination for many in these parts, even if it officially doesn't exist.
 
CO K’Beth
 @:;stands up and stretches a bit before limping off into her ready room for another PADD:: Duty_OPS: I'll be in my ready room if needed.

CMO Jakiel
 ::still not convinced and briefly fingers her medical tricorder:: TO: You can be very stubb... ::sees the owner of the place and stops as he begins speaking::  Apothecary: It is good to meet you also.  You have just moved in?  ::looks at Kizlev to give him their order::

OPS NoDuz
@:: enters Sickbay and looks for one of the doctors::

Rafi
 ::glances over at a table across the bar and sees some Cardassians getting a bit too rowdy - never having been one for sentimental moments, is glad for the distraction:: Little Tom:  Come on, I think we have some bouncing that needs to get done ::the two of them go off to tame the rowdy customers::

CSO Tarrez
 CTO: Uh yes... I'm sure that it is probably just something he replicated. ::re-reads the paper::

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: Do you know who might run it?

Dr Desai
@ Noduz:  Can I help you?  Do you have a medical problem?

CSO Tarrez
 ::quickly folds the paper and stuff it and the necklace back into the package::
     
Merchant
 OPS: Hmm, never really thought of it before.  Never really cared much.   Nope, can't say that I do.  ::moves back towards the desk::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::watches for a moment to make sure the boys have everything under control, then goes back to reviewing the Black Widows operations in the months since her departure::

CTO Grey-Feather
 CSO: No I scanned it before giving it to you commander, those gems are as real as that ship out there we travel in
 
Apothecary Owner
 ::starts to recognize Rhianna's face, but tries not to think much on it, thinking it to be nothing more than coincidence, unless...::

OPS NoDuz
@ Desai: Yes doctor I have gotten a awful head ache from the captain's humming on the bridge.

CSO Tarrez
 ::drops her forehead into the palm of her hand::  CTO: Why is he doing this to me?
 
CO K’Beth
 @<Yeoman Jenkins> ::enters the bridge with more reports for the Captain and hears the music, sees the still slightly pained looks of the crew and the cracked consoles.  Sighs and shakes her head:: Outloud: I see the Captain has been singing again.
 
TO Kizlev
 Apothecary: Yes, do you sell Andorian tuber root tea, or at least the ingredients for it?

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: So how do you arrange to send some one there if the Officials don't know about it.

CMO Jakiel
 ::is a bit taken aback and immediately a small amount of fear tingles up her spine at his feeling of recognition.  Takes a step back from reflex, but keeps a wary eye on the middle aged human, perplexed that she cannot recall meeting him before, but then, her memories are not all there::

CTO Grey-Feather
 ::puts his hand on her arm to reassure her:: CSO: Well by the size of the ornament and the blush on your face, I would say this boy is very much attracted to you if not worse
 
Apothecary Owner
 ::solemnly nods his head:: TO: I can prepare that for you rather easily. I'm already overstocked as it is. CMO: And yes, my lady, just opened up shop here two days ago. The Vidoli need to simplify their permit regulation rules, but that is only my meager opinion.
     
Merchant
 OPS: Just because they keep it off the maps and disavow knowledge of the place does not make it hard to get to.  ::eyes him intently::

Dr Desai
@::says in her deep Eastern Indian accent politely::  NoDuz:  Excuse me, but I do not understand.  This humming...the Captain is part Klingon, but...  ::motions for him to follow::  Come with me.  We can check you out.

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: You wouldn’t happen to send people there in freighters by chance do you?

CSO Tarrez
 ::seems in a bit of distress still and hurriedly calls for her check::  CTO: Than he is a fool. ::places her thumb on the padd to pay the bill::  I am a married woman who has fought hard to hold my married together despite him.

CSO Tarrez
 ::stands::  CTO: Excuse me I need to go see the Captain.

CMO Jakiel
 ::listens carefully to what this man is saying, deciding to look into the shop and any details she can find on it and its owner::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: stands :: CSO: Of course commander.  Have a good afternoon...I guess
 
TO Kizlev
 ::glances at Rhianna, noting her shift in position:: Apothecary: If you can prepare two cups of your finest, I would be greatly appreciated. And I will also purchase a sum of your tuber root supply in bulk, if that is possible.
     
Merchant
 OPS: Of course not!  We have much better accommodations than that.

 ACTION: Ko'Bil's vision starts to swim.

CSO Tarrez
 ::distractedly leaves and heads for the ship::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::finally gets to the bottom of one of the piles of PADDs and sees a personal message for her.  Grins as she sees it is from Modex and puts her feet up as she reads it. ::

CNS Kostandinos
 ::satisfied with how Rafi and Little Tom have been caring for her bar in her absence, switches gears and pulls out some Arondight paperwork - and notices one name in glaring red as being very overdue for her post-Loki psych eval::

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: Have you ever sent any thing like supplies to this place?:: feels himself getting light headed::
     
Merchant
 OPS: Just people.  ::watches OPS curiously::

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: sits back down and decides at the rate he is going talking with women he better have something to eat before heading home ::

CSO Tarrez
 @::walking as fast as she can without running she goes through the airlock and onto the ship::

CMO Jakiel
 ::gives Kizlev a quick glance, distrust in her eyes.  Forces a small smile, though:: TO: This tea must be quite good.
 
Apothecary Owner
 TO: A sum in bulk? I see...you must be a big fan of tea then! Very well, we can talk, but let me mix up those cups for you first. By the way, my name's Aelthas. You're both welcome here anytime of the business day.

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: Well thanks for the information I will see about booking a trip with you later:: turns to leave::

CSO Tarrez
 @::rides the lift upto the bridge and when she doesn't see the CO on it she moves directly to the ready room and rings the chime::
     
ACTION: Ko'Bil stumbles as he turns.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::looks up and calls out:: Enter!

Dr Desai
@ ::starts a scan on the crewman after takes one of the biobeds::  NoDuz:  It will only be a moment.

CNS Kostandinos
 ::figures she'll go handle this one personally - this particular crew member was notorious, from what she heard, for ducking evals as long as possible - and stands up to leave::
 
TO Kizlev
 CMO: I think you'll find it rather unique and enticing. By the way, is something bothering you?

CSO Tarrez
 @::moves through the doors and practically throws the package down on her desk -- spilling the contents out partially.::  CO: He sent me this!

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: enjoys the bar-b-que beef sandwich he ordered and another cream soda :: Himself: This is how to relax

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::feels himself becoming very unstable and heads for the door trying to keep his balance.::
 
Apothecary Owner
 ::goes into the back to fetch the cups::
     
Merchant
 ::presses a button on the desk, the door closes and locks::
 
CO K’Beth
 @::looks at the items on her desk and blinks:: CSO: Who?  Owyn?

CSO Tarrez
 @ CO: ::in a near frantic voice::  No Rhian!

OPS NoDuz
@ :: lays back on the bio bed as the doctor works::

CMO Jakiel
 ::waits for Altheas to leave their hearing and whispers quietly::  TO:  I do not feel comfortable here.  ::glances back at the other man::  He knows me.  And I do not know him.  ::Fidgets a little again then looks into Kizlev's lavender eyes::  I need to tell you something...  ::changes her mind::  ...or ask you something.

OPS Ko’Bil
 ::runs in to the door as it closes:: Merchant: What is going on here?
 
CO K’Beth
 @::puts her feet down and the PADD back on her desk and sits up:: CSO: Sit down....take a deep breath....and tell me what this is all about.  Last I heard Rhian was reassigned after being released from Starfleet Medical.
 
TO Kizlev
 ::nods, listening intently and making sure Aelthas isn't listening:: CMO: Of course, what is it?

CNS Kostandinos
 ::walks down the Promenade toward the docking rings, and is a bit surprised to see one of the shops suddenly close its security barriers - it being the middle of the day, this was a very bad time to be ceasing business::
     
Merchant
 OPS: Well, you see.  I have some clients who had a special request... that you fit perfectly.

CMO Jakiel
 TO: The incident...with Loki...do you believe it was real?

CTO Grey-Feather
 :: pays his check and gets up and walks through the promenade watching the people as he walks ::
 
TO Kizlev
 ::gazes at Rhianna for a brief moment as he sighs and considers his perspective:: CMO: I do...as real as you and me are right now. Too many strange things have happened to me since joining Starfleet to deny that it happened.

OPS Ko’Bil
 Merchant: And it seems that you aren't really going to ask my permission either? :: leans against the wall to keep himself upright::

CSO Tarrez
 ::sighs and sinks nearly defeated into one of the chairs::  CO: Well Rhain would always... well you know how he was.  He was always flirting with everyone, but he seemed to do it more so with me.  Or it always seemed like it meant more when he did it with me... and well... you know... ::the words rush out in one long breath::

Dr Desai
@ ::is surprised to find some damage to the crewman's inner ear canal:: NoDuz: A small amount of pain killer will relieve your discomfort.  You do have some damage.  ::places a hypo on his neck::
     
Merchant
 OPS: No, but perhaps I'll ask your forgiveness later... if you are around later.  
     
ACTION: A transporter beam engulfs OPS and leaves only his commbadge in its wake.
 
CO K’Beth
 @::still puzzled:: CSO: I'm not certain why all of this would cause you such distress.  Just send him a nice note, thanking him and telling him you aren't interested.

OPS Ko’Bil
 :: feels himself being transported::

CMO Jakiel
 ::is not particularly happy with his answer, having hoped he would say no::  TO:  I see.  It did seem real, did it not?  I was so angry and frightened when you, all of you 'died', and then Loki said...  ::sees the apothecary walking back to them and stops, nodding to Kizlev to make him aware of his returning presence::

CSO Tarrez
 CO: Nothing ever happened... but later... after he left I realized that he had stirred something in me... I don't know what it was but then I started feeling guitly... and then Owyn picked up my emotions and then... ::finally pauses to take a deep breath::  We just now got things back together.  What will Owyn think when he finds out about this?

OPS NoDuz
@ ::feels the pain subside:: Desai: thank you doctor I feel much better>
     
Merchant
  ::picks up the commbadge and pockets it, unlocks the door and heads out into the station::
 
CO K’Beth
 @CSO: Why don't you grab yourself a cup of tea...refresh my coffee and then sit back down.  Somehow I think we're going to be here for a bit.

TO Kizlev
 ::collects the tea, passes one to Rhianna, and pays the small fee:: Aelthas: Thank you, sir. ::turns back to Rhianna and wonders what she meant by everyone dying:: CMO: We...died? ::exits the shop with her::
     
<<<<<<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>>>>>>

